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GLOBAL IT CONSULTING FIRM BCforward SPONSORS INDIANAPOLIS CHAPTER of IT GIANT BDPA

(LARGO, MD) – National BDPA is honored to have global Information Technology consulting firm BCforward as a Silver Level sponsor. BCforward is also a workforce fulfillment company that provides services and resources for leading businesses and government organizations. Their sponsorship sustains support of BDPA’s diverse membership of professionals and students at all levels in the fields of information technology, computer science and related STEM fields.

BCforward has become part of the communities in which they operate and is a trusted business partner, employer and charitable contributor. BCforward believes that continued success includes being a good corporate citizen through giving back to the communities where their employees work and live.

BCforward CEO Justin Christian stated, “BCforward is proud to support our local BDPA chapter. We hope these funds will continue to propel STEM programs in our underrepresented communities.”

For over 40 years, BDPA has enabled the upward mobility of minorities in technology from the classroom to the boardroom. The organization was founded in 1975 by Earl Pace and David Wimberly to close the digital divide for underrepresented minorities in STEM fields. BDPA has over 40 chapters nationwide and offers more than $100,000 in scholarships annually to hundreds of high school and college students who wish to pursue STEM careers.

BDPA Indianapolis Chapter President Delano Robinson stated, "BCforward has continued to show great partnership with BDPA via investment in several forms. We are extremely excited about their energy to help us push the organization to new levels from a strategy and positioning perspective."

For more details on the BDPA corporate sponsorship program, please contact the corporate sales support team at (301) 584-3135 ext. 108 or corpsales@bdpa.org. Additionally, please visit www.bdpa.org.